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Moshtari Hilal works with the drawn line as a symbol and means of a new visual language that refers to the black-haired body.
Her search for a visual expression narrates the sensual experiences of those who exist beyond our aesthetic concepts and their
political conditions — they birth a semi-autobiographical, archival, research work, which Hilal describes as a practice of reconciliation with negated beauty.
Still, her investigative manoeuvring of personal memory and familial photography as a form of non-hegemonic archival research
cannot reduced to autobiography; Hilal negotiates visual embodiments and aesthetics of the quotidian in the ways in which we
live, reside, dress, and relate to one another — as fundamental to the art an artist chooses or refuses to create. The intentional
lack of symmetry, technical perfection or stylistic cohesion work in defiance to disciplinary and institutional formality. Yet, Hilal
places great emphasis on figurative drawing as a form that can be visually engaging and graspable, regardless of the positionality
of the viewer and their viewing habits.
The strategic subjectivity and nostalgia in meddling with the self and family archive permits Hilal to see beauty, tenderness
and dignity in places she previously felt shame and otherness. By re-membering familial togetherness, she is re-narrating and
re-imagining a shared human experience that is often excluded from hegemonic visual education and seeing habits. The warm
pillow was my mother. The blanket my father. reflects, as the title surrenders, the inherent objectifying relationship between the
artist and its origin of inspiration — be it the mother, father, or oneself.
The works on display consequently attempt to document the fleeting vulnerable experience — endangered by hegemony and
the progression of time. What has been lived becomes tangible because the artist creates and translates into objectivity (Gegenständlichkeit). Moshtari Hilal presents her drawings as objects, as sculptures that subjectively (unsachlich) objectify (versachlichen) what is being denied its dignity by hegemonic ideas of epistemic objectivity (Neutralität).
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Moshtari Hilal studied Islamic Studies and Political Science in Hamburg, Amman, Berlin and London, where she focused her
studies on feminist intellectual history and decolonial theory.
Her works was already on display in Kabul, New Jersey, Hanover, Berlin, Cologne, Hamburg, Gothenburg, Tehran, Sopot,
Barcelona, London and Beirut. These include her solo exhibitions in Hamburg at Galerie 21 at Vorkwerk-Stift (April 2018) and
London at the Art Space Enclave Lab at Goldsmith University of Fine Arts (October 2018). Hilal has also shown her work in
group exhibitions at the Sopot National Gallery of Art in Poland (2018), the Tehran Niavaran Complex in Iran (2017), the Museum del Disseny in Barcelona (2017), the Literary Colloquium in Berlin (2016), the Heinrich Böll Foundation in Berlin (2017),
the Institute Francais in Kabul (2012) and Hamburg (2019). Recently she was on display at the Beirut Design Week (July 2019)
and the Pop Kultur Festival (August 2019). From July to September 2017, Moshtari Hilal was a fellow of the Swedish artist
residence Konstepidemin Göteborg.
She is also the co-founder (2019) of the art collective AVAH (Afghan Visuals Arts and History), a research project and online
archive dedicated to the fragmented contemporary visual arts knowledge and production of artists who identify and negotiate Afghan(istan) related themes.

